
Braucol 2019 – Dom. Gayrard 
 
PRODUCER Domaine Gayrard is managed by Pierre Fabre and his wife Laure with 27 
hectares under cultivation. Organic conversion started in 2016 for the white wines and 
2018 for the reds.  
APPELLATION Gaillac AOP   

WINE REGION  Located close to the Tarn river, Domaine 
Gayrard  estate is marked by a diverse terroir  and 
landscape dominated by oak trees and truffles. The property 
sits on limestone plateau and extends like a promontory 
near the town of Albi, occupying a land marked with a long 
wine-growing tradition.   
ALTITUDE 300 meters above sea level .  
SOILS Alluvial soil marked by clay and limestone  
VARIETAL 100% Braucol. This variety can be found in 
several appellations in the South-West, such as Marcillac, 
where it is known as Mansois, or in Béarn, under the name 
Pinenc. And it also known in general as Fer Servadou. The 
name ‘Fer’ has its origins and meaning connected with the 
Latin word 'ferus', which means ‘wild’ or ‘savage’ 
AGE OF THE PLANTS: 40 years .  
PLANT DENSITY: 4.000/ha 
YIELDS PER HECTARE ?? 45 hl /ha  
TRAINING SYSTEM Single Guyot   
HARVEST Manual in September.   

VINIFICATION Total destemming. The must ferments in 
concrete vats (60 hl) with the only the indigenous yeast (no 
inoculated yeast). Frequent pigeage (punch downs). 
Maceration on the skins for the whole fermentation process 
for 15 days. 
The wine ages for few months in concrete vats and is bottled 
in June. In the cellar no clarification, filtrations or other other 
cellar manipulations. No pumps, just gravity. A tiny quantity 
of sulphites is added during the only racking done and 
before the bottling. Total sulphites at bottling: 32 mg/l.  

BOTTLES PRODUCED 16.000 bottles 
ALCOHOL BY VOL. 13,5% 
WINE DESCRIPTION Ruby red at sight. The nose displays red fruit and blackcurrant 
hints. Serious tannins combine with freshness on the palate with a nice lingering length.  
SERVICE TEMPERATURE 14-16 °C 
FOOD PAIRING Red meat and medium aged cheeses, fettuccine with minced meat or 
grilled vegetables. 
Certification: Braucol 2021 vintage will be granted with the official organic certification and 
the conversion process started in 2016. Biodynamic practices have been implemented 
since 2019.   


